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ABSTRACT

An air defJnce system is a complex dynamic system comprising sensors, control centres,
launchers and'missiles. Practi~al evaluation of such a complex system is almost impossible and very

expensive. Further, durinJg development of the system, there is a necessity to evaluate certain design
characteristics before it is implemented. ~onsequently, need arises for a comprehensive simulation
package which will simulate various subsystems of the air defence weapon system, so that perfonnance
of the system can ~ evaluated. With the above objectives in mind. a software package, called

Anukalpanl1 12.0, has been developed. The first version of the package was developed at the Indian
Institute of Science, Bangalore. This program has been shbsequently updated.

The main 'objectives ~f this package are: (i) evaluation of the perfom'1ance of Akash air defence

system aJ1d other similar air defence systems against any s~cified a.erial threat, (ii) investigation of
effectiveness of the deployment tactics and operational logic employed at the firing batteries and

refining themi (iii) provision of aid for refining standard .operating procedures (SOPs) for the
.multitarger defence, and (iv) exploring the possibility of using it as a user training tool at the level of

Air P)efence Commanders. The design specification and the ~imulation/modelling philosophy adopted

I for tlI.e ?~v~lopment of this package are discussed ~t leng~. Si~ce Akash air defence system has man>:

probabIlistic events, ¥onte Carlo method of simulation IS used for both threat and defence.

I Imple"1entation details oflthe package ai-e discussed in brief. These include: data flow diagrams and
interfa<;e detail~. Analysis of results for certain input cases is also covered.

I.
I

1. AKASH AIR' DEFENCE S~STEM 1.1 Modes or Operation or Akash Weapon

I
.L SystemAkash weapon system IS an atr defence system .

intendedt for the defence of high value vulnerable

points o~ area'S against low level, high speed and

high dehsity airl rai9s. AJcash weapon system
consists of one group control centre (GCC) and

several fire control Hatteries. Each fire control

battery donsists of a battery level radar (BLR),

battery c~ntrol cent,re (BCC) and four Aka,fh

sclr-prul)cllcJ luull~II'fr~ (ASI)L~). Eucll 1,luii~ht:r
carries three Akash l\1edium range surfajce-to-air

~!!:~i~~~~.--I-~Received 03 Jan~y 1997 I

, .
,There are two modes ofoperatlon of the Akash

system: group mode and autonomous mode. In

group mode, all fire c~ntrol batt~ries are connected

to a GCC through real-time, communication

channels, and GC~ controls the functioning of each

fire control battery. In the autono~ous mode, each

fir~ l:UJIlroll:~lllr~ work~ in a ~land-alone mode. All

the defence functions would then be cnrried out by

lhc ballcry il!\clf.
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2. SIMULATION/MODELLING

PHILOSOP~Y
A"ukulpullu 2.0 is u SilIlUlulio1l pul'kugcl

,
designed and /developed to evaluate the

performance of A"ash missile system, against a

given aerial threat. The basic model of the system

is based on Anukalpana O developed by the In~ian

Insti1ute of Science, BangaJore2. Discrete

simulation approach was adopted to enhance the

efficiency in terms of execution time. The original

model, written using GASP-IV3, was using a

continuous simulation approach. This model had

several disadvantages in terms" of long execution

time and non-portability to different hardware

platforms. Since Akash air defence has Imany

probabilistic events, Monte Carlo method of
simulation is used for the analysis of pcrformance
of both threat and defence. !

2.1.2 Functions & Characttristics of BCC

The BCC, interfaced with the BLR, performs
tllc fullowillg c;ulllllllllld c;olltrol fullc;tiollf:

.Initialising launchers and missilesJ
I

.Controlling four lau~chers,

.Determining the firing' zone ~or each

launch,er and time to launch and fmode of

engagement, , ,

.Launchink missiles against the target (in
single sh6t and salvo firing mode),

,
.Generlitihg guidance ,commands and

transmitt~g these Ito mis~iles via, BLR,
f
.Assessing Rill of the target, and I

.Communicating with GCCl

2.1.3 Characteristics of Ak'ash Launcher
I

Each Akash launcher carries three Akash

missiles. Each launcher is assigned to a particular

hostil~ target for firing of missiles. The control

functions include:

.Slewing launchers t~ assigned targets,

.Carrying ()Iut automatic checkout of
missiles, and I

,
.Launching missil~s one after the otherI

automatically, depending on the firing
mode. I

I
Simulation of Akash fire control' batteries

includes simulation of functions and characteristics
of BLR, BCC, ASPL, Akash missile and ace in

case of Defence and Aircraft and attack forma~ion
and different weapons (such as bombs,

air-to-surface missile (ASM), anti-radiation missile

(ARM), jammers etc., targeted against vulnerable
points (VP), vulnerable areas(VA) and radars) in
case of threat.

2.1 Defence 2.1.4 CharaClerislics 0.{ Akash M issile

Ak~sh is a I riledium range surface-to-air

missile. It has three phases in traj~ctory: unguided

boost phase, command guidance, which starts

immediately after the boost pHase, a'rid terminal

guidance.

2.1.1 Functions & Characteristics of BLR

Akash BLR is a multifunction ground-based

radar. The main functions are to detect and track

multiple tracks for assignm~Dt and engagement

against ground clutter, weather clutter and

electronic counter-measures (ECM). The radar can

also guide multiple missiles towards the targets

simultaneously for: I

.Identifying hostile/frie,ndly targets,

.Tracking the fired missile, and

.Transmitting command guidance
missiles. , to

2.1.5 Functions & Charflcteristi~s of GCC

These include: I
,

..Multiradar ,data fusion and generation of
,

GCC track data,
I

.Threat evaluatton, identificatiof1, a~d

prioritisation, a~
A . f '

h ., f . .sslgnment o t reatenlng Itargets to Ire

control batteries for engagement.
I r
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\ I
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Figure I. Software architecture for Alluka/pallQ

2.2 Threat 3.1 Initialisation Module

This module reads the defence and threat

parameters from the file and initialises all

simulation data structures.

2.2.1 Flight Pat;h Simulation
..I

The flight path of each aircrC)ft will be given
I

to the simulation as input. fhe flight path consists
Iof:

3.2 Executive Module

Simulation is carried out by scheduling events
into an event file. The module continues popping
the next event and executing a corresponding

routine till the event file is empty. After collection
of performance statistics. the simulation is

repeated:

¥ajoJ' event routines are

DTBCC Detection by BCC

.Number of manoeu~riing points in the flight
path of the aircraft, j

I
.Start time of th~ aircraft,

j
.Coordinates of aircraft atleach manoeuvring

point, and

.Velocity of aircraft for each leg of the fl,jghi

path.
TRABLRI

Weapons. Release
SAMRDY

The typ~ of weapons carried.by an aircraft, its

quantity and the target are given to the model as
I

input data. I

..
TrackIng by BLR

SAM ready

SAM releaseSAMRLS

SAMINTC SAM intercept

LANRDY Launcher ready

3. IMPLEIMENTATION'
WPNRLS Weapon release

The package is divided intd three major

modules:

.Initialisationl module,

.Ex*utive module, and
( I

.Support mol~ulc. t
I

The software arch~tecture and data flow

diagrams ale shown in Figs 1 and 2, respectively.I

WPNINTR Weapon intercept.

4. RESULTS

A scenario consisting of five batteries

defending specified vital points/areas against an
aerial tllrcat or 27 Jlircraft ( 16 bombers, 5 jammers.
4 ARM carriers, 2 decoys), as shown in Fig. 3, was

simulated. Statistical results are, presented in

Table 1. The kill of aircraft by SAr..j1, kill of target
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Figure 2. Data now diagram for Anuka/paJ/~ 2.0 I
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Figure 3. Scenario
, f

(ex. VA,VP) by weapons carried by aircraft, target from one run to another.ISo, the simulatton was run

(aircraft) detection by BLR, etc. are all several times fc{r statistical analysis.

prob~bilistic events. These events are theref'ore S UTILITY OF THE SYSTE~

simulated using random numbers. The time of. I

detection of targets, number of aircraft killed,

number of VA/VPs killed, etc. are going to vary

Tl\e packafe, being modular and \flexible, can

have many versions, each providing for a certain
I I
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I

Table 1.IStatistical results
j The options can be studied off-line and the tactics

worked out.

Comparison of the effectiveness of different
SAM systems can be made using this package.
Already effectiveness and comparison of one.of the
air qefence systems existing with our Armed Forces
and Akash weapon system have peen simulated and
the results sent to the users.
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